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Mr. Geo. Willis Cooke will lecture during the
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four lectures on T/te Intellectual Development of
H^omeft, and three on T/te Poetry of Robert Browning.
He also has lectures on George Eliot, Charles
Darwin, Robert Browning, and Emerson. During
the past summer he has prepared a new course of
four lectures on The Social History of New England, in which he will describe the town meeting,
the meeting-house, the Puritan minister, and the
home life of our forefathers, with the aim of showing how the people actually lived and how American Ideas were gradually developed. Mr. Cooke's
address is Dedham, Mass.
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Times.
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deny the existence of matter.

idealist to

materialist behold

ing the imperfection of the senses may pronounce them to be,
one by one, incompetent witnesses, and declare them to be
But the fact is, both exist, object and subject, matter
illusions.

and mind."

MoNCURE

Editor.

The Open Court is a radical journal which holds that Religion and
apparent diScience, rightly understood, do not contradict each other. The
and life;
vergencies have arisen from the false dualislic conceptions of world
and the Conciliation of Religion with Science is to be found in Moms>n-\.o
Court.
present and defend which is the mam object of The Open
Monism is that view which recognizes the Oneness of All-Existence.
As a Philosophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
Cogtruth is one and the same. One truth can not contradict another truth.

Conway, on Agnosticism,

D.

in

No.

47.

Mr. Moncure D. Conway, in reference to the philosophical
exposure of Agnosticism in the editorial article of Nos. 43 and 44 of
The Open Court, declares that the Unknowable cannot in the
Only weariness of wing can
least concern the religious nature.

have brought free thinkers to seek rest on this raft. Religion does
not follow abstract and vague gods, it follows Jesus, Buddha, Mary,
who may be known and loved. On the truth and moral value of
Mr Conway concludes
these great figures, man can base his life.

nition must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
As a Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All in order not only to live,

with the remark that the ethical side of monism has not as yet

but also to lead a moral life— a life that is worth living.
The religion of Monism thus becomes the scientific basis of Ethics which
regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the

tably

ccmical laws

of the All.

Translations from the most prominent authors of Europe have been promade to present the very best and most advanced thought

cured, and efiorts are

bearing on scientific, religious, social, and economic questions.
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Nature seems predatory and cruelly impartial
Adherents of error survive more comfor-

evil.

and increase more extensively than the disciples of truth.
not be more truly said that there is a moral law in man to
which nature must conform in order to be elevated and transfigured to a nobler existence? Mr. Conway's critical remark if it
were unanswerable from the standpoint of Monism would drive religion and philosophy back into the dualism and supernaturalism of

May

it

former times. And truly the supernatural, if it is justifiable at
must be recognized in the moral nature of man, unless man
is proven to be a part of nature
The editor's apswer to Mr.
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been made clear.
between good and

Conway's criticism, in the same number, expatiates on the
Oneness of Man and Nature, thus showing that humanity, culture and civilization are but a higher stage of the natural, and
that morality does not stand in contradiction

ing of and a

conforming

professional and scientific circles of every State in the

Only bona

Union

tide

advertisements will be accepted.

but

is

an observ-

All.

ERNST MACH.

Mach

Ernst

(Professor of Mechanics at the University of

Prague, author of several works explanatory of the history and
philosophy of mechanics, and the first authority in his branch)
explains in his essay
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Transformation and Adaptation in

Scientijii

Nos. 46 and 48), one of the most characteristic
ideas of modern science an idea that lies, so to speak, in the
" Knowledge," he says, " is an expression of organic
atmosphere.
Thought,
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The law

which

of evolution,

is

that of transformation

and

adaptation, applies to thoughts just as well as to individuals or any

to

living organisms.

A conflict between our customary train

of thought

and new events produces what iscalled the problem. By a subsequent
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FORMER CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."
PROF.

In

Number

E.

23 Professor E.

and Idealism," and

D.

COPE.

D. Cope

treats of

" Evolution

finds in tlie evidence of evolution the refu-

He concedes

tation of the doctrine of idealism.

what we consider the objective world

is

that

much

of

unreal and has no exist-

like the snakes, for instance, to the

we perceive it,
victim of dcliriian tremens; and he agrees that " the properties of
of their character, and even their existence, to
much
owe
matter"

ence, except, as

our senses, which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says "If a given supposed
object be purely a mental state on the part of the subject, a
:

rational cause for the production of that state

is

wanting."

great self-confidence. Professor Cope says: "EvoluIn
tion gives the coup de grace to idealism of the consistent type.
the gradual unfolding of organic life it sees the two universal

With

tacts,

subject and object.

It sees

them

interact

and influence

each other," and further on he says: "It is equally competent
for the materialist to deny the existence of mind as for the

adaptation of our thought to the enlarged field of observation the
problem disappears and through this extension of our sphere of experience the growth of thought

is

possible.

Thus

the happiest ideas

from heaven, they spring rather from notions already
existing.
From this standpoint the narrow conception of egotistic
" The person " is comparable to an indifferent
views disappears,
and symblical thread on which are strung the real pearls of life
the ideas that make up the changing content of consciousness.
Humanity in its entirety is like a polyp plant; the material and
organic bonds of union have been severed, but by this freedom of
movement, the psychical connection of the whole has been atdo not

fall

tained in a

much

higher degree.
E.

p.

POWELL.

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies

The American

scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

at the root of the principle of evolution,

opment

is

because "organic devel-

necessitated in the direction of organic

— to s[jeak."

power

to express
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will find in

earnest, and, as

we

believe, a

THE QUINTESSENCE OF RELIGION
to be a truth.

It

is

)

The work

notions are recognized as mere accidental features of which Religion can be
harm to the properly religious spirit.

its

is,

its

of

s well as to the

The Open Court

proper place

in the

search after truth,

all

claims are brought as close as pos-

and proof. The articles have been senumber contributed by some of the most eminent
men known to the literary world of America and Europe. The translations of
the German and French authors have been made by competent scholars, and

sible to the test of scientific analysis

FEARLESSLY AND WITHOUT RESERVATION OF ANY KIND,
lectual

;

covers a wide field of study and intellectual enjoyment, embracing the whole domain of Moral Philosophy, of Religion, Social Economics and Science.
While speculative thought is allowed

purified without

presented in

is

regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings
co=mical laws of the All.

a scientific truth (a reality) which has been and

will remain the basis of ethics. The Quintessence of Religion contains all that
Superstitious
is good and true, elevating and comforting in the old religions.

This idea

Editor.

is that view which recognizes the Oneness of All-Esistence.
As a Philosophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
one and the same. One truth can not contradict another truth. Cognition must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
As a Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All in order not only to live,
but also to lead a moral life—a life that is worth living.
The religion of Monism thus becomes the scientific basi of Ethics which

truth

The Open Court unites the deliberation and prudence of conservatism
with the radicalism of undaunted progress. While the merits of the old creecis
are fully appreciated, their errors are not overlooked. The ultimate consequences of the most radical thought are accepted, but care is taken to avoid
the faults of a one-sided view.
shown

PAUL CARUS,

Monism

successful effort to conciliate Religion with Science. The work is done with
full confidence in a higher future.

due reverence for the past and with

is

ILL.

various scientific aspects and in

and emotional

If fully

life.

grasped,

it

its

lected carefully from a large

deep significance to intel
be found to satisfy the

will

yearnings of the heart as well as the requirements of the intellect.
Facts which seem to bear unfavorably on this solution of the religious
problem are not shunned, but openly faced. Criticisms have been welcome,

these translations form a valuable connecting link between the latest philo-

we trust, will
The (5pen
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severest criticism,
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Court.
All

The Open Court holds that Religion and Science, rightly understood, do
not contradict each other. The apparent divergencies have arisen from the
false dualistic conceptions of world and life; and the Conciliation of Religion
with Science

is

to

main object of The

be found in Monism
Open Court.

—to

present and defend which

is
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the
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-MGEUT CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT. "I
THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Alfred Binet. In Nos.
and

49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57,

58.

Mr. Alfred Binet, the collaborator of Ribot and
and one of the most eminent representatives

F6r€,

of the French School of Psychology, has presented

the results of the most
recent investigation into microscopic life. Every
in this series of articles

phenomenon that the improved methods of microscopic research have shown to be indicative of
an exercise of intelliRence, will, or feeling, in protoorganisms is fully discussed and analyzed. M
Binet has added much by these articles to the
psychology of the microscopic world; he has opposed many theories, confirmed others, and advanced many conclusions of his own.
The correspondence elicited in France by these essays is
published

in

No.

57.

The

essays will be published during the month
of January, 1889, in book-form; parts that have not

appeared in Thk Open Court, with new explanatory' cuts, and a preface
especially written by the
author, will be added.

TRANSFORMATION AND ADAPTATION IN
SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.
Ernst Mach
Ernst Mach, Professor
Prof.

i„ Nos. 46

and

48.

of Mechanics at the University of Prague, author of
several works explana-

of the history and philosophy
of mechanics,
and the first authority in his branch, discusses
in
tory-

this
of

essay an idea that conditions the
development

modem

scientific thought.

The article was delivered as an address by Prof.
Mach upon assuming
the rectorato of the University of
Prague

ORIGIN OF REASON.
LuDwiG Noire

The position of The
Open Court is defended, its tenets justified, and its
principles more fully explained.
reply to the above criticism.

In No.

33.

An essay of great importance; will greatly help tc
explain the views of Max Miiller. The same number contains an editorial upon Monism and Philwhich is discussed the Identity of Language and Thought, the theories of NoirtS and Miiller, and the proof with which modern philology has

BODY AND MIND; OR, THE DATA OF
MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.

ology, in

corroborated the monistic conception.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES AND THE GAULISH PANTHEON.
By S. Arthur Strong
An instructive essay upon

The

original investigations of Prof.

Rhys have thrown a new and welcome

light

upon

In Nos. 27,

zg, 31, 33.

and 57.
moral ejects of
physical cau 7j is still a sealed book to a large plurality of oui fellow-men.
The ethics we have in34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44. 46. 48. 51. 54

herited

is

b

and anti-nal

In No. 63.

the purposes of the
Hibbert Foundation, with a review of the recent
lectures by Prof. John Rhys upon the religion of the

ancient Celts.

Felix L. Oswald, M. D.

The Science

the latter h

of the thousand-fold

sed by the tenet; of an anti-pbysical
philosophy, z d the tendency of
d esaggerever been to

ral

:

;

ate xhQ phys,

%l effects 0/ moral causes.

Dr.

Oswald

system of moral education needs
ESS of urgent socia
a thorough revis
and ethical refoi ms depends o the radical recon
a basis of natura
struction of moi il philosophy c
ubject is trea 3d in the graphic
science." The
ized Dr. Oswald's
s ever characti
contributions to the Literature of Natural History
and Anthropology. It is marked by the usual wealth
says:

"Our

entii
itire

1

the forms of belief in ancient Gaul, Wales, and Ire-

land,

work

and they

are regarded

as a monumental

in the province of philological archaeology.

CHRISTIANITY

AND

RELIGION.

By Dr. GusTAV Carus

In No.

of illustration

70.

and abounds

in felicitous

and

perti-

of historical and natural evidence.

Dr. Gustav Carus, Superintendent General of the

State Church of Eastern Prussia and one of the
most prominent clergyman of Germany, nticizes
the work of The Open Court. The prin :iples of
the monistic and melioristic philosophy
cussed in their relation to Science and Chr
The criticism is pervaded by an earnest, thoughtful, and religious spirit.
In the same number, under the title "The Religious Character of Monism," appears an editorial
"

<

THE UNIVERSAL FAITH.
BvT. B. Wakeman

In No. 71

THE FOUNDER OF THE NINETEENTH

CENTURY CLUB.
In No. 71.
D. Conway
important and interesting articles upon the
Courllandt
Mr.
late
of
the
infiuence
work, and

By MoNcuRE

Two
life,

Palmer, of
founder of

New

York, the liberal and high-minded
Club.

The Nineteenth Century

THK ORKK
WHAT MIND

In No. 40.

THE NATURE OF MIND.
By the Editor of The Open Court. No. 40
compretien'ive
Professor Cope gives in clear and
Materialism
outlines his view of mind; he opposes
" the situation is moand Dualism, stating that
However, " as thean'ounf of thought can
nirtic."'
be measured, but the quality of

mtst assuredly

thought can not," the eminent American
own
concludes that "consciousness has afield of its
where it ranges free from the bonds of energy."
qualitative
is
mind)
The directive element (will and
scientist

movements of the
not quantitative and controls the
be
non-mental environment. " This statement may
"and I supcalled occultism," Prof. Cope adds,
Bit such is the fact."
justly.
Editor explains
In opposition to Prof. Cope, the
faculties are a
his view of mind. The qualitative
matter of form. Form is the essential characterindicates
a sumind
superior
istic of mind, and a
abstracperior form of brain structure. Form is an
pose

and has by itself no efficacy.
M. Ribot, the founder of the French school of experimental psychology, is quoted in support of the
eflective
fact that consciousness by itself is not an
from

reality

" The consciousfactor in the motion of our limbs.
ness of mental states may be indispensable for a

proper direction of our will, but it does not possess
motive power. Prof. Cope's view is considered inconsistent because leading to dualistic statements

and

A

to occultism.

from Prof. E. D. Cope, which has

letter

THE ANIMAL SOUL AND THE HUMAN

THE PROBLEM OF CAUSALITY.

IS.

Prof. E. D. Cope

tion

COURT.

erence to this discussion,

is

published in No.

ref-

42.

In No. 55 is an editorial discussion of The Problem of Causality. The surpassing importance of
this subject renders a clear conception of it abso-

In No.

Xenos Clark

39.

Mr. Xenos Clark here presents in an interesting and attractive manner certain scientific analogies bearing upon Free-Will and Determinism. A
novel and ingenious application is here made of the

depth.

The
ing lack of lucidity in scientific discussion.
problem is treated with clearness and precision;

lation of the animal to the

simplicity of presentation beingespecially aimed at.
The comments and discussions elicited by the
article on "Causality " will be found to be especial-

and elucidative. In Nos. 58, 59, and
Mr. William M. Salter advances a series of critical remarks, which are replied to in the same numbers by the articles, "Causes and Natural Laws"
(No. 50), " Is There Anything Unknowable in Causation (No. 59), "Is Nature Alive," and "The
Stone's Fall " (No. 60). In No. 58, Mr. M. A.
Griffe.l writes a letter upon the same subject; in
No. 60, Dr. Edward Brooks, of Philadelphia, comments upon the standpoint taken: all of which are

ly instructive
60,

accompanied by editorial comments.

REMINISCENCES OF MR. ALCOTT'S CONVERSATIONS.
Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney.. In Nos. 49 and

50.

In Nos. 49 and 50 The Open Court publishes a
paper upon Mr. Alcott's conversations, read by Mrs.
Ednah D. Cheney before the Memorial Meeting of

the Concord School of Philosophy. Mrs. Cheney's
recollections of Mr. Alcott lead us back as far as
the year 1840. The reminiscences cover almost a

J.

G.

VoGT

In Nos. 29, 31.

and

substance itself, involves the fallacy of idealism
and dualism. As opposed to both views Vogt pro-

pounds his conception, which he

He

Reality.

attributes to matter

calls

Monism

of

two fundamental
and deduces

motion and
from these elementary properties the higher phesensibility,

properties,

nomena

of intellectual

ETHICS

life.

AND PUBLIC

W. M. Salter
The well-known lecturer of the

The question of the rehuman soul has ever
we find it attrac-

in this essay

tively yet accurately treated.

SPIRITUALIST'S CONFESSION.
In No. 63.
By Moncure D. Conway
An interesting article upon the recent confession
of
Music. N. Y.,
Academy
at
the
of the Fox Sisters

THE

with a jhort historical sketch of the Spiritualist
movement in America and England.

PLANTATION FOLK-LORE.
In Nos. 41,45.

J.Vance

L.

and

46.

Mr. Vance reviews and discusses the movement
and widespread interest in popular tales which has
produced the recent collections of Negro Myths
by Joel Chandler Harris ("Uncle Remus") and
Mr. Charles C. Jones. These tales form an important addition to the Folk-Lore of the New World,
and Mr. Vance's review will be welcomed by all

who wish

to acquire a

comprehensive estimate

ol

litthe significance of these Myths to comparative
erature and the science of comparative ethnology

amiable philosopher

Geoeg von gizycklIu Nos. 25 and ;6.
Georg Von Gizycki is Professor of Philosophy at
the University of Berlin. His name is well known
beyond the boundary of his country. The problem
of the Freedom of the Will has perhaps never been

The Sciencei Thought.
The Open Court of June,
and August, 1887.)

(First published in

BY

Prof.

and more forcible manner. Consame subject have been published

treated in a clearer
tributions on the
£..

P.

Powell and Xenos Clark.

THE BASIS OF ETHICS.
THE SOUL.
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION.
By Edward

C.

HEGELER..In Nos.

I, 15,

and

62.

An

editorial discussion

Simplicity of Language;
Theldentity of Language and Thought;oand
The Simplicity of Thought.
With an Appendix which contains a Correspondence on "Thought without Words," between F.
Max Muller and Francis Galton, the Duke of Argyll, George J. Romanes and Others.
Neatly Bound in Cloth. Price, 7S Ct'1.

The

3.

Tk

The

and significance of both parties

in the

of the religious idea are pointed out

true position

is

good

in all.

E. D.

PRICE,

A

COPE, Ph.D.
15 CENTS.

scientific discussion,

point, of the question
attention.

from a practical stand-

now

engrossing the public

THE IDEA OF

development
and each is rec-

ognized as important and necessary to the ultimate
synthesis of religious truth, a religion which will in

Marriage Problem.
By

of the Field-Ingertoll

a negative view of the world.

July,

MAX MULLER.

2.

THE FIELD-INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY
Controversy and of Mr. Gladstone's Remarks upon
the same, will be found in Nos. 43 and 44. The
questions and issues involved are treated from an
independent and impartial standpoint. The inetficacy of Agnosticism to approach a solution of the
religious problem is shown; Agnosticism being but

F.

GOD.

By PAUL CARUS, Ph.D.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Being a disquisition upon the development of the
God in human thought and history; dis-

idea of

cussing:

In No.

45.

Society for Ethical

Culture in Chicago bravely probes the wounds of
our public life and shov,-s his patriotism by boldly
denouncing the evils and wrongs of American poliBut he is no pessimist; he does not despair of
tics.
improvement and progress. He knows very well
that men " of Roman virtue " still exist, Mr. Salter
wants to elevate our conception of politics, so that

men in the community would lose their repugnance to public life; that they would enter it
once more to make it great and illustrious.
the best

Science.

contributes an addi-

in No. 52,
"
tional reminiscence of this

elude what

LIFE.

Modern

Three Introductory Lectures

and thought.
Wheelbarrow,

from
34.

light of

been of interest and

PUBLICATIOKS OF "THE OPEN COURT."

DETERMINISM VERSUS INDETERMINISM.

To the kinetic conception of tha world's mechan.
ism Vogt opposes his hypothesis of ^ continuous
world-substance completely filling space and whose
sole manifestation of power consists in contraction
or condensation. He claims that the kinetic or mechanical theory, which explains organized and spiritual phenomena from inelastic atoms and a purposeless force, is untenable; and that pseudo-monism, which transforms the most complex conditions
and processes of psychical lite into the elementary

43.

described in which noted contemporaries figured,
and anecdotes told illustrative of Mr. Alcott's life

and venerable man."

FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF

and

a century of Mr. Alcott's intellectual life.
Abstracts are given of his conversations, incidents

so interested mathematicians and been developed
with such striking success by Prof. Sylvester. The
article will be found to be unusually suggestive,
although it is not in concord with The Open Court,
which, in an editorial of No. 33, admits the truth of
both Free- Will and Determinism.

MATTER.

In Nos. 37, 41,

full of fine thought and psychological
Carus Sterne well understands to follow a
subject as historically developed in the realm of
human opinion and as ultimately affected by the

essay

indispensable to correct observation and
sound reasoning. Despite this the problem has
been unbecomingly neglected, and this neglect has
given rise to innumerable errors and to an astound-

theory of linkages and link-work which of late has

THE

Carus Sterne

An

lutely

half

FREE-WILL A MECHANICAL POSSIBILITY.

SOUL.

ECONOMIC CONFERENCES.
In Nos. 37, 40, and 47.
Wheelbarrow
The Economic Conferences of Chicago may be
in the
hailed as a significant indication of a breach
conferbarrier between Labor and Capital. The
open
exthe
for
medium
as
a
ences have served
change of opinion, where both sides are fairly rep-

resented.
pithy,

unites

Wheelbarrow's criticisms are acute and

and merit a careful perusal. The author
Old Saxon simplicity, sincerity of heart, the
and warm sympathy for

truthfulness of honesty
justice

and

right.

The Nature of Ideas;
The Etymology of the Word Qod;
3. God an Abstract Idea;
4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism, Monotheism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism);
1.

2.

5.
6.

Definition of the Idea of God;
Entheism, the Monistic Conception of God.
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FREE TRADE OR PROTECTION.
BY

EDWARD

C.

not the European nations,

Discussions of political questions have hitherto not

been introduced into our journal; but

it

is

obvious

day must be judged
would be wrong not

from ethical principles also. It
to declare openly what appears to be the right solution of the most practical and important affairs of
public

Looking
think that

Free Trade or Protec-

at the question of

all

I

must be

a higher

humanit}'.

in

the pursuits of peace as well as war.

How

do we produce such men? Shall we realize
our ideal by protection, by restricting other nations
from competing with us, by taking advantage of temporary international circumstances? I think not. Experience shows that competition is the foundation

of

including

progress,

competition

in

labor,

kept in bounds by the laborers'
striking in order to preserve a certain standard of

which, however,

is

living.

From

And

shall

we

this point of

to all the

from them

view we must give equal chances

people of the earth, demanding the same
in return.

When,

in 1858,

we

sent

Com-

modore Perry's fleet to Japan, to open commerce with
that country, which from necessity was done with
arms in hand, we told the Japanese: "You have no
riglit to exclude us from the soil you hold, you must
allow interchange of products, that is commerce, with
us.
But we will give you an equal chance with us."
The principle of this policj' was truly ethical. Our
people here were benefited thereby, and more so the
who, after a long protection-stagnation,
have entered on a new era of progress.

Japanese,

Though we may now be ahead of the European
many industrial pursuits, we must in time

nations in

linger behind

them through the permanent use

of the

infant's nursing bottle of protection. If we permanently
shut ourselves up by a Chinese wall of protection, would

we

wait for such an

I expect that our descendants will then stand up
and defend the national honor against such demands.
But we will have to fight for a cause that is wrong from

the standpoint of a higher humanity.

camp, as

try a military

producing

is

And a constant
make our coun-

Europe, with

all its

poverty-

effects.

Protection

is

wrong

in the

humanitarian sense and

leads to hostile feelings and war in place of good will

and peacable interchange. The

—

men? Men more moral, in the
sense generally used, more intelligent and efficient,
more skillful in every respect, more civilized, more able
are higher

settle their

admonition?

the different religious creeds agree in

that the ideal of our efforts

What

did to the Japanese?

preparation for such emergencies will

life.

tion from the religious or humanitarian standpoint,

this,

by and by they

if

internal disputes, have the right to speak to us, as

HEGELER.

that the burning questions of the

1888.

i,

civilized people of the

world, in the interest of a higher humanity, ought to

compromise
efforts

fill

their

minor differences and with united

the earth with civilized men.

But I hear the question: " Must we not protect our
workingmen from European pauper labor?" I ask,
is

that

right

it

workingmen

we

call

and

of those nations

treat as

paupers the

whose descendants we

Americans as well as those of foreign
we are brought to by the protective
policy. This policy is wrong by the general ethical law
to which philosophy leads, and which is: "Aspire to a
higher humanity." We are here in full concord with the
old religions. The fourth commandment of the Mosaic
law says: "Honor th}' father and thy mother that thy
days may be prolonged and that it may go well with
thee in the land which the Lord thy God giveth
And the New Testament says: "Thou shalt
thee."
These teachings
love thy neighbor as thyself."
are, the native

birth?

And

should

not

the

this

onl}-

refer

to

individuals,

soundest foundation also

for

the

but

afford

international

morals of our nation toward our mother-countries.
My answer to the above question is: "Our workingmen, if we select the right kind of labor, whereto we

most favored by nature, will not be degraded by
the European workingman with his
economical habits; on the contrar}^ they will have
are

the labor of

the benefit therefrom."

Entering now upon the patriotic side of the quesit is our duty, to place the welfare of our whole
nation above that of our narrower interests.
Recognizing the wholesome influence of a free

tion,

THE OPEN COURT.
men by

them

competition with others, we should, from an ethical
of view, consider as beneficial progress every
step that brings us (without the recklessness of too

of railroad

sudden changes) nearer to the state of free-trade.
Having been requested by the La Salle Democrat-Press
to explain my views on the tariff question, I have stated
them in a letter to the editor of that journal. A copy

perity of the farming interest; as there will be

point

the letter

of

is

presented

here

the readers of

to

The Open Court.
Editor LaSalk Detnocrat-Press

Upon your

The Democratic party

I

my

demand for new railroads.
Lower wages can only come

They

party opposes that policy.

will continue to collect the taxes

and spend the

They say

plus for unascertained purposes.

sur-

that the

reduction of taxes on imports will put our workinga footing with
it is

said, to

—

European workingmen excompetition with "European

pauper labor."
Let me briefly express

OH

upon the

industries

the

for his products

Non-Protected Industries.

— The

— his

corn, his cattle,

and his hogs.

In consequence of a reduction of the cost of

transportation

East.

The reduction

transportation will follow

of

upon a reduction

the cost of
in the cost

and railroad-material. In time, too, if
railroad employees should be willing to work for less
money, consequent upon the reduction of living
expenses, that also would help to reduce the cost of
of steel

rails

transportation.

Such

on the part of railroad
wages is not to be looked for

willingness, however,

employees

to accept less

very soon, for the increased prosperity of the farming
interest

in

could

now

Europe are at present
and besides there

easily raise sufficient funds to enable

proving their condition thereby.

The present

difference

and European wages

;;»/'i'/'

between American wages

be accompanied by a definite

the risk of emigrating will not be run.

would be an inducement

to

abandon

railroad-

In the old

many necessaries of life,
luxuries, and higher enjoyments, at a much lower cost
than they can be got here. And then, man does not
land workingmen can procure

so easily separate from his native land

and

all

that

is

dear to him therein, unless with the prospect of sub-

So

I

improving his condition.

expect that wages in general would not be low-

ered even by a large reduction of the
while; and certainly not the

farmer, after a while, will thereby get a higher price

Why?

Wages

increasing wages.

opinion as to the effects

our country.
Effects

as the result of a large

immigration drawn hither by the offer of plenty of
work, together with a lower expense of living than at

stantially

my

of a general reduction of the tariff
of

more

follow an increased

outlook for steady work, as an inducement; otherwise

it.

The Republican

posing them,

will

European workingmen, no doubt,
them
to come over here in much larger numbers than they
actuallynowdo,if they saw a reasonable certainty of im-

a policy of re-

President Cleveland says that too much
in a government's hands has a demoralizing

men on

There

goods to transport.

the people.

upon

to

are there, as here, organizations for maintaining and

duction of taxes on imports, alleging that the money
is not needed for the economical administration
of the government should remain in the pockets of

effect

now

views on the

which

money

be able

Railroading will directly share the pros-

write what follows.

upon

enters

better advantages,

itself will

higher than they formerly were;

you

invitation to give

issues of the political campaign,

do the same.

present obtains.

—

offering

but even the railroad interest

wages

in industries that, practically, are

a good
employed

tariff for

of those

now

not

protected:

and the majority of industries are not protected, although their products may be on the tariff-list.
In farming and the non-protected industries I am
therefore confident that a reduction of tariff will be
a substantial gain to both employers and employed.
I have already shown how much the reduction
of the tariff would benefit the farmer in the sale of his
products. But his gain would be equally as much, if
not more, in what he buys. And this advantage the
people generally would have. The farmer would be
able to buy most things that he needs at a much lower
rate
most things except labor, and labor can be made
cheaper only by a large immigration drawn hither by
the workingman's condition being better here than it

—

now is.
The

largest industry of our neighborhood, next to

and together with that are only injured by the tariff.
Such occupations are those of the blacksmith, brick-

farming,

— the

maker, butcher, brewer, carpenter, carriage-maker,
clock-maker, coal-miner, cooper, day-laborer, machin-

Europe

ist,

mason, painter, printer, stone-cutter, teamster, tinand nearly every calling
pursued throughout the land. And not only will the
prosperity of agriculture prevent the lowering of wages

cost of tools, machinery, and lumber,

ner, watch-maker, wheelwright,

the

ing for farming, or for such other occupations as directly share the prosperity of the farming

interest

from the

—

coal-mining industry, has no benefit
Coal will never be brought from

tariff.

to

the West.

The

cost of transportation of

coal from the mines to the consumer, as well as the

tariff,

gaged

in

is

increased by

and so are the living expenses
the mines.

The same

plow-factory and the clock-factory.

is

of all en-

true also of the
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How is it with
Effects on the Protected Industries.
regard to our protected industries, locally our zinc
and our glass manufactures?
GLASS-MANUFACTURE.

With

the glass-making industry

I

but

little

ac-

=

above-mentioned causes will, if not immediately, 3'et
in the long run, make up a good part of the loss.
What will be the effect of lowering the prices of

The quantity

zinc-ore?

am

128

a

mined must,

of zinc-ore

time, be expected to be

materially reduced, as

for
it

am under the impression that the individual interests of men specially skilled in glass-manufacture, for instance the glass-blowers, who are not

will not

skill in other branches of industry,
by the reduction of the tariff on glass. The
business may, for a time, be depressed.
But such a
depression is likely to be only temporary, for, with the

such as farming, coal-mining, gold and silver-mining,

quainted, but

likelj'

use their

to

will suffer

and

pay

to run

all

As

ore a portion of

such works, would be compelled to remain idle

of

meet the expenses

tariff

fall

of

wages

Against

in

of the

protected industries.
the probable reduction of the cost of

this,

transportation of the zinc-ore from the mines to the

smelting-works and the reduction in the cost of transportation of manufactured zinc to the East, will be

somewhat
Also,

of

if

an

offset.

an increase of the general prosperity of the

country shall materially increase the inland consumption of zinc,
will find its

the zinc

mined and manufactured here

market inland.

And supposing sooner

later a large reduction of the tariff, this inland

or

market-

price will be the price of foreign zinc, with the re-

maining duty and the cost of transportation from the
coast to the interior added; assuming the coast-cities
to

be supplied with foreign zinc.
I

the

conclude, therefore, that while the reduction of

tariff

on zinc

will fall

on the price of zinc-ore, the

is

now

for

the case; but this would

be only transient, for, as already explained, the increased inland demand for zinc would again raise its
price.

WHO ARE THE

the

government.
ZINC MANUFACTURE.
How is it then with regard to our zinc industr}'?
The prices prevailing in the manufacture of zinc, have
for a number of years been ruled by existing home
competition, and fear of more competition. There are
no trusts.
Those connected with the mining of zinc ore,
namely, the miners, mine-operators, and mineral-land
owners, all well know that the market price of the
ore directly fluctuates with the prices of zinc.
If the
tariff on zinc is reduced, this reduction will fall altogether on the prices of zinc-ore, as it is not likely
that the wages in zinc-manufacturing will decline,
for a reason already given; namely, that the greater
profits (consequent upon the reduction of the tariff)
of such pursuits as now suffer by the tariff, will attract
workingmen to those pursuits, and thereby prevent a
to

of zinc-

the zinc-smelting works, or parts

longer periods than

inland consumer, and also what remains of the

for lower wages,

which suffer by the tariff.
a consequence of the decreased supply

of

must follow upon a reduction of the tariff, the demand
for glass must become greater; so that our inland glassworks will be able to sell their products nearer home,
while the foreign glass-works will have to pay the cost
ocean, the insurance, the freight from our coast to the

work

their help are not likely to

with the increased profitableness of other industries,

increase of the general prosperitj- of the country that

of transportation to their ports, the freight across

and as miners

mines,

inferior

LOSERS?

and material reduction of the
tariff, who are the real losers (if there are any such)?
These, in my opinion, are the employing manufacturer, the mine owner, and particularly the owner of
In view of a general

the mineral land, together with such

workmen

as will,

on account of the temporary idleness
of zinc-smelting works, or parts thereof, and are therefore compelled to seek for other work, of which, it
is likely, there will be plenty.
In the end also, the capitalistic part of the zincindustrj^ that of the mine-owner and of the manufacturer, will be put on a healthier basis than it now occufor a time, suffer

pies.

The

capitalist

now

hesitates to

make

substantial

improvements, as he fears that the present high tariffs
can only last until the farming and non-protected
industries find out that the protected industries are a

burden

them.
have here argued has reference to a large
reduction of the tariff, not the beginning of a reduction,
Instead of opposing
as proposed in the Mills Bill.
a moderate reduction of the tariff, such as is proposed
by this bill, we I' mean employers and employed, engaged in a protected industry ought to be thankful,
if the reducing of the tariff is done gradually; unless
to

What

I

—

—

are sooner or later to draw down upon us the
wrath of the non-protected industries, when the latter
have found out more definitel)' than at present, that
for years they have been misled
by many well-mean-

we

—

ing men,

I

allow.

THE ETHICAL ARGUMENT.
America is a land favored by nature with a fertile
A century ago this
soil, under a temperate climate.
land was largely the hunting-ground of the wild
Indian, and two centuries ago it was so almost alWithin these periods the workingmen of
together.
Europe came over and settled here, leaving behind them
brothers, kindred, and friends in their overpopulated
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The descendants

native land.

men who came

over

of

European working-

now

years or more ago, are

fifty

We workingmen of
came over here ourselves,

the native Americans of to-day.
the West, to a large extent,

carnivora and three species of insectivorous
of

leaving the land that gave birth to the kindred and

species of kindred animals.

behind us as well as our own selves.
Is it right then, that we should say to them: We must
be protected from yonr pauper labor! Is not the right

of primitive social institutions of

we

friends

way

our land carry on, in the first
place, those pursuits to which nature offers the most
favorable opportunities, which are primarily the proin

—

— and exchange that with them for the

duction of food,

products of their
our

own

and so benefit them as well as

toil,

people.

up a race of
open competition on
our own soil with European workingmen, who pay
higher prices than we do for food, and who have to pay
Shall we, through protection, bring

industrial weaklings, fearing an

also for sending over here the products of their toil?

The reader
I shall

my argument

of

need not be told that

vote for Grover Cleveland and Allen G. Thur-

man, who,

I

may

say, are, both of them,

entrusted with the responsibilities of high
for a like

reason

I

shall vote

whose character, tested
views,

I

For undoubtedly similar reasons the superstitions
former centuries have

left

That we

this?

men

fit

to

offices.

be

And

General Palmer, of
ripened and far-sighted

for

ability,

hold the highest opinion.
Respectfully yours,

Edward

BODY AND MIND;

OR,

C.

Hecclcr.

THE DATA OF MORAL

PHYSIOLOGY. *
BY FELIX

OSWALD, M.D.

L.

Part XVI.

SOIL

The Unity

AND CLIMATE.

(Continued.)

of Nature, in the manifestations of her

highest and lowest laws,

is

strikingly illustrated in the

mammals^

which have become extinct on the main-land of
Africa, where their ancestors were ages ago superseded by other and generally more highly developed
all

held their

own among

isolated nations, dwelling, as

it

were, at a distance from the highways of international

commerce and

less apt to profit

their civilized neighbors.

stream of

by the experience of

In Europe, for instance, the

travel reaches its highest
western Germany, its lowest probably
in eastern Portugal. Aside from questions of political
and industrial development, we accordingly find in the
intellectual progress of those regions a contrast repre-

international

water-mark

in

senting a difference of about seven centuries. For one
traveler
ful

who

carried a leaven of skepticism and help-

suggestions to the Portuguese province of Trasos

Montes,

fifty

thousand

valleys of the lower
is

at

least visited Alsace

and the

Main and Rhine, and the

result

seen in the mental status of the Rhineland and East-

Portuguese varieties of the Caucasian Race. Within
hundred miles of Frankfort on the Main, a professed
believer in witchcraft could not escape the lunatic
asylum for twenty-four hours. An attempt to enforce
the Sabbath laws of the Scotch kirk-despots would result in an immediate revolution.
A papal interdict of
any special book would increase its sale about a thousand per cent. Hereditary rank has so utterly ceased
to constitute a claim to social prestige that counts and
barons cannot hope to assert their prerogatives outside of the army, and have come to consider their titles a positive disadvantage in the competition of ina

tellectual

or political

life.

Even

in the smaller

com-

munities the expenses of sanitary improvements are

human and animal biology. Naturalists
have demonstrated the agency of a chief factor in the
progress of evolution from the unmistakable contrasts
of continental and insular forms of organic life, and a
curiously similar kind of physical influences can be

defrayed by voluntary contributions.

traced in the contrasting types of national development. Several island regions of this planet seem to

not tolerated even in prisons; cruelty to animals can-

have tarried behind the general advance of organic
evolution.
They exhibit a fauna and flora all of their
own, as compared with the living forms found in less
isolated parts of the habitable globe, but which at the
same time bear a remarkable resemblance to the
plants and animals of earlier geological periods. Mad-

prietors vie in extending the culture of forest-trees,

analogies of

agascar, for instance, with
forests, contains not

its

vast extent of tropical

monkeys, no
kind of antelope, no elephants and giraffes, not even
a squirrel, but not less than thirty-five different species of lemurs or night-apes, five peculiar varieties of
* Copyrighted.

a single species of

Every school
has a free gymnasium and a free circulating library.
Freethought

is

no longer an obstacle

to official pre-

ferment, and religious persecution would promptly recoil

upon

the heads of

its

instigators.

not be operily practiced with impunity.

Inhumanity

Landed

is

pro-

and the woods of the highland districts are protected
by the vigilance of special government officials. Attendance at school increases, attendance at mythological establishments decreases from year to year.
An analogous change is going on in eastern Portugal.
The Cantabrian Mountains have not wholly
barred out the influence of European civilization, and
the public burning of a freethinker would probably
prevent the further promotion, and might lead to the
enforced resignation, of the responsible officials. The
number of schools has increased, but so slowly that in
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the district of Braganza (the eastern half of Trasos

Montes) only about three persons in a hundred can
read and write, and hardly three in a thousand do read
such things as newspapers and secular books. A
newspaper or book denounced by the clergy would
not find one reader among half a million of natives.

The

belief in witchcraft, amulets,

miraculous shrines,

and health-restoring relics, is still
At a word from the leader of a gang
a spectator

who should

of their procession

all

but universal.

of stall-fed

monks,

refuse to kneel at the approach

would probably be mobbed on the

man with
an insolence equalled only by their crawling submis" Nosion to the tyranny of their clerical superiors.
blemen," too, still abuse their privileges for every sort
Ecclesiastic drones treat a working

spot.

of ignoble chicanery.

The

reckless destruction of for-

has resulted in droughts and other consequences
which the starving rustics seek to avert by prayermeetings. Epidemics are made a pretext for clerical
extortions that often reduce whole families to the alternative of mendicancy or starvation.
Disrespect to
the person of an ecclesiastic blood-sucker is punished
with prompt and exemplary severit}^, but extreme cruelty to animals (especially beasts of burden) is condoned as a trifling secular indiscretion. Industry is
crushingly taxed to support a horde of crapulent mythology-mongers; in short, the country groans under
exactly the same subordination of human to clerical
interests which blighted the prosperity of the WestGerman bishoprics about the end of the thirteenth
ests

Climatic influences have only a subordinate share
in the causation of

such

results.

In a

warmer climate

than that of mountain-girt Braganza, the city of Barcelona abounds with free-thinkers, religious and poprotestants, flourishing schools, flourishing mar-

kets and industries, and can boast not less than twentyeight well-supported periodicals and

private and public libraries.

The

numerous

large

climates of North-

Scotland and South-England represent very nearly the

thermal difference of northern France and southern
Spain, yet the isolated kirk-slave of Perth and Aber-

deen

will

bully

who

like

with

meekly submit

to the insolence of a clerical

in railway-blest

a troublesome dog.
its belt of

Kent would be kennelled
International Buda-Pesth,

pleasure resorts and elegant country-

an eastern Paris, while three hundred miles
further north the Carpathian highlands shelter the suseats, is

perstitions of the darkest ages.

International travel

has carried rationalism to the poorest villages of the
Swiss highlands, while under exactly the same latitude

and with the same conditions of soil and climate the
solitude of Austrian Alpenland has made its hamlets
as

the progress of culture, and the omission of that factor of

intellectual

development has misled the

ian of civilization into

all

histor-

sorts of singular sophisms.

and a genial climate, according to
of social development, will insure an early advance from barbarism to industry and
social order: hence the early civilization of Egypt and
Asia Minor, and the tardiness of progress in arid Araby
and frozen Scythia. In North America, argues the
learned historian, there are large rivers on the east,
but not a sufficiency of sun-heat, while on the westcoast, where warmth abounds, there is a deficiency of
Fertility of

soil

Henry Buckle's theory

moisture.

Hence the

universal prevalence of barbar-

ism, in the vast area north of Mexico.

the arrival of

Columbus and De Soto

Previous to

the territory

many strongholds of bigotry.
The highways of commerce have always

ask, and what of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, West
Tennessee and the Carolinas, where an abundance of
warmth and moisture and an exuberant fertility of soil
were for ages found compatible with a state of absolute barbarism?

The only

logical explanation

the remoteness of

is

those regions from the highways of international com-

merce.

With an abundance

of

game and spontaneous
etc.),

and an almost perennial summer, the wild hunter of
the southern Alleghenies could satisfy all his wants
within a few dozen miles of his native wigwam, and
neither the necessity nor the inclination to extend
rambles beyond the watershed of his native highlands. Strangers were dreaded as rival hunters. Dietetic
fastidiousness and a desire for the products of foreign
industry were discountenanced as effeminating vices.
In Mexico, on the other hand, perennial comfort
could be secured only by an interchange of the commodities peculiar to the mild summers of the central
plateau and the mild winters of the coast plain. After
the middle of April the tierra calienie, or "hot-land,"
of the alluvial vega begins to develop a surplus of
warmth and insect-life hardly compatible even with
Hundreds of
the most modest ideas of a paradise.
Aztec patricians who had their winter-homes on the
Gulf coast, spent their summers in the Sierra, and returned about the end of October when the tierra fria,
felt

his

the "frost-land", begins to illustrate the meaning of
its

name by frequent snow-storms.

Fruit and fish were

sent from the coast to the highlands;

visited

game and pressed

which was also
by Nicaragua slave-dealers and by refugees

snow from the highlands
favored

now

comprising the United States did not contain a single
settlement deserving the name of a town. Heat without moisture on the west-coast and moisture without
heat on the Atlantic Slope did not favor the development of civilization. But what about the well-watered
coastlands of Oregon and northern California, with
their more than Italian mildness of climate, we might

food-crops (berries, wild chestnuts, wild grapes,

century.

litical
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to the coast,
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from the arms

of the

character of the natives

warlike Caribs.

The

slavish

was incompatible with the de-

velopment of true civilization: still, in arts, industry
and knowledge the Aztecs stood above the Cherokees
as the Cherokees ranked above a troop of Abyssinian
mountain-baboons.
In South America, too, cities were found only in
the neighborhood of the sea
primitive nations not

— the natural highway of

hampered by

the jungles of pes-

Together with venomous serpents and blood-sucking insects, such swamps in the
tilential

coast-swamps.

lowlands of the equatorial regions make Nature, in the
exuberance of her untamed energy, a decided overmatch for the strength of man. In Brazil and Guiana,
the rank luxuriance of vegetation more than defied the
subjugating efforts of the primitive forest-nomads who

may have roamed

the valley of the

Amazon

for count-

Granada. Traces of Paganism still
and the eastern Balkans, and according
to Professor Vambery even in the Lepontine Alps,
where the feast of the Baal-fire is still celebrated with
after the

of

fall

linger in Sicily

rites strongly

resembling the incantations of the Druids.

In the Sierras of Jalisco the superstitions of the Mexistill count their votaries by thousands;
Nature-worship of Monism has become
the religion of educated Americans the doctrine of renunciation will perhaps continue to rear its crosses in
the highlands of western North Carolina.

can aborigines

and

after the

i^To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
IS

THE SINGLE TAX THE SOLE CURE

?

REPLY TO MR. SOL. LEVY.
To the Editor of The Open Court:
May I offer a few words in reply to Mr. Levy's latest criticism.
He says that he can give many instances where economy has had
the effect of reducing wages," and he hopes that, " having demon-

—

'

'

less centuries; for in the

Indian Ocean, too, and within

range of a short voyage from the supposed birthland
of the human race, two might}' islands, exceeding in
their aggregate area-all the territories of the Austrian

Empire, have preserved the wild freedom of their primeval forests as successfully as the loneliest river-

swamps
The

of the Orinoco.

caprice of despots has occasionally diverted

the stream of

traffic

from

its

natural highways to arbi-

Northern Russia and
Soon after the down-

trary centres of civilization, as in
in the steppes of Central Asia.
fall of

the protecting dynasty, such regions of factitious

culture are, however, apt to relapse into their primeval
desolation, while natural centres of culture

seem often

almost destruction-proof and civilize successive hordes
Constantinople, for instance,

of barbarian invaders.

has owned the rule of eastern and western savages,
of ignorant and inhuman and even of insane tyrants,
but thanks to

incomparable situation at the gate of
two continents, has never ceased to be a city of cosmopolitan tendencies.
Dr. G.
ligions

J.

its

Zimmerman

have originated

ness"; yet

it is

observes that "all great rein the solitude of the wilder-

equally true that they found their readi-

among the inhabitants of novelty-loving
Buddhism gained its first stronghold in the

est converts
cities.

King Suddhodana, Christianity in JerusaEphesus, and Rome; Mohammedanism in El
Medina. Vanquished creeds, on the other hand, often
linger for centuries among the very rustics who were
capital of

lem,

the

slowest in accepting their doctrines.

Catholicism has

now

its

firmest holds

In Italy,

among

the na-

tives of the isolated districts that originated the

of

Paganism (from pagus,

of freethought has

a rustic hamlet).

dawned

The

name
light

Barcelona and Madrid;
but the midnight of orthodoxy still broods in the fast
nesses of the Alpuxares, where the followers of Islam
resisted the inroads of the cross for nearly a century
in

strated this,"

I will

He

nothing.

He demonstrates

treat his doctrine courteously.

simply makes two assertions, without attempting to

support them by any evidence whatever.

The

first

is,

that the

wages of cigar-makers has been lowered by "economical Bohemian workmen "; and the second is, that the wages of Pennsylvania
miners has been lowered by "frugal and economical men from
Italy and Hungary."
It is not necessary to dispute these assertions because the point in controversy here is not whether the
wages of miners and cigar-makers has been reduced, nor whether
it has been
reduced by "frugal and economical" Bohemians,
Italians, and Hungarians, but whether the reduction is caused by
their economy and frugality.
It is quite impossible that the frugality and economy of workingmen can have the effect of lowering
their wages.
If such a result were possible, all the reasons that
regulate wages would be reversed, and economic science would
stand on an immoral foundation.
For centuries, there have been
" frugal and economical " men in every trade and calling. If their
prudence lowered the wages of their brother craftsmen and themselves, wages would have fallen long ago to the minimum necessary
for existence.

Mr. Levy repeats much of his former argument; and my anI will notice a few
swer to that will apply to the repetitions also.
of his later statements.
He admits that in his former article he
misquoted Col. Ingersoll, but the reason was that he was a little

and " quoted from memory." He now gives us the quoamended, being careful at the same time to shelter himHe adopts the easy stratagem of
self behind the Colonel's back.
weak disputants and overwhelms his adversary by taunting him
with a sentiment from the writings of some great or famous man.
A friend of mine, who worked with me on the same job, used to
floor me in debate by the following formula: "Oh, you differ with
Henry Clay, do you? Bad for Henry Clay." In like manner Mr.
Levy tries to be sarcastic by showing " how a great lawyer, and a
careless,

tation as

man

of rare accomplishments

scholar

when confronted by

economy."

In other words,

'

is

"You

The sneer
for Ingersoll."
" school " of political economy.

Bad

liable to lose his reputation as a

Wheelbarrow's
is

'

school of political

differ with Ingersoll,

wasted upon me.

I

do you?
have no

I admit that Col. Ingersoll is a man of rare accomplishments,
but nobody has ever accused him of being a great lawyer, although
everybody confesses that he is a brilliant advocate. He is an ornamented soda-fountain, gushing, frothy, and sweet. His "reputa-

tion as a scholar "
litical

economy

is

is not heavy enough to hurt him, while his ponarrow and illiberal. Last summer he pro-
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is to find out what ecoand then adopt it. His
code of professional ethics as explained by himself shocks the
moral sense. It is beautifully wicked. However, I have no controversy with Col. Ingersoll.
I mentioned him incidental!)- because Mr. Levy quoted him as having said that " The bank book
of a mechanic is a certificate that wages are too high."
This appeared so e.xtravagantly foolish that I thought there must have
been a mistake made by Mr. Levy in the quotation. He now adraits that there was a mistake, and that Col. Ingersoll did not say
what Mr. Levy " quoting from memory " thought he said. Does

I2<:

They are mere

claimed that the true policy of a nation

Land-values are incorporeal.

nomic scheme

ble as black, yellow, wet, or dry.

injure another nation,

will

Mr. Lev)', having found out that Col. Ingersoll did not say
think

Mr. Levy sneers

Still sarcastic,

wisdom

of

at

and

frugality,

economical."
there

is

I

by

fear there

much waste

at

me

him

to

good reason

is

work

of

telling

in

for

be good, virtuous, and
in the sneer,

heir

to,

and that

throwing chunks of wisdom

better than throwing chunks of

all, it is

and that

at the

unwisdom
all

the

ills,

can be cured by the magic of a single tax on land.

Mr. Levy quotes from Henry George's SlaitJard, a catalogue
come to society by taxing landvalues "to their full amount," and then reproaches me as follows:
"This simple, just, but radical reform. Wheelbarrow terms 'the
most tremendous feat of engineering ever done by mortal.'" I
fear Mr. Levy is again "quoting from memory," because my remark was directed not at any plans proposed by Mr. George, but
at the alarming decision of Mr. Levy, who, for the moment had
let the land-tax go, and said that " nothing short of rebuilding our
whole social structure will be of any real or lasting benefit to the
masses." Considering the many thousands of years it has taken to
build our social structure up to its present greatness, I thought
that the taking of it all apart again and " rebuilding " it, would be
a most tremendous feat of engineering.
I think so still, although,
no doubt, there are men in New York ready to " put in a bid " for
of impossible blessings that will

the job.

The

quotation from

to their full

beginning

amount,

"Such

is

Henry George about

" taxing

land-values

followed by another, from Herbert Spencer,

a docrine

is

consistent,

etc.,"

insinuating,

of

from Henry George. I
think the quotation from Herbert Spencer is worthless in this
debate, because Mr. Levy wrenched its head off before he brought
it in.
The doctrine that Spencer was referring to. was not given.
Separated from the context, which would have explained it, the
beheaded quotation is tacked on the doctrine of Henry George,
concerning the taxation of land-values to their full amount. This
is hardly fair to me.
In the language of honest lago, " I like not
that."
I think the "doctrine" that Herbert Spencer was talking
about should not have been suppressed and another one substituted
for it, as little Buttercup mixed up those children in the play.
Mr. Levy kindly tries to explain to me the difference between
taxing land, and taxing land-values.
He clears up the matter in
" Land-values are not the product of human exertions;
this way.
course, the doctrine just previously quoted

they are not a product at

all,

The

taxing of this fund

for the use of all

all."
A community is merely a collection of human
all values made by the growth of a community are
human exertions, yet, he says, "land values are not the
product of human exertions." If land-values are not a product at

product at
beings,

due
all,

and

to

they are nothing at

all,

values are not paid, the land

itself

human

laws cannot

If the taxes

on land-

arrested and sold in satisfac-

is

tion of the debt.

Mr. Levy

He

is

himself drawn into the whirlpool of his

own

spins round and round until different objects appear,

to him.

Land-values, which are "not a product at all,"

"fund made by
"fund" merges

for the use of all,"

all

into "rent."

and

In saying

upon Mr. Levy's

slightest reflection

logic.

all alike

become a

upon this
do not intend the

at last the tax
this, I

logical ability.

I

think the

was inevitable. The very moment we subject incorporeal
" values " to the process of taxation, or to the burdens known as

we are compelled to attach them to some substantial reality
upon which the penalties of the law may operate. All taxes are
nominally upon values, but in reality they are upon things. When
the assessor came round last spring, he asked me this question,
" Have you a watch?" "Yes!" "What's the value of it?" "Twenty
dollars?" And he made the proper entry in his book
It looks
rent,

like

a distinction without a difference,

when

I

am

told

that the

"value" of the watch was taxed, and not the watch itself.
Mr. Levy brings his argument to a provoking anti-climax in
the last sentence of his article, where he affirms that " it is as
true to-day as it was a hundred years ago when the French assembly declared that
ignorance, contempt, and neglect of human
'

the sole cause of public misfortune.' " I suspect that this
quotation is also made " from memory," although the French Narights

is

tional Assembly said many things even more absurd than that,
"Ignorance," "Contempt,"
and " Neglect," are three causes, and as neither of them can therefore be the sole cause, there may be a mistake in the quotation, especially as none of those three causes is the sole cause, according to
Mr. Levy. He said in his former article that land-monopoly is the
sole cause, and taxing land-values to the last penny the "only
remedy." After putting me to the trouble of showing that there is
no sole cause for public misfortune, but that there are many causes
for it; and after disputing with me down to the very last sentence
in his second article, he there abandons his own sole cause and
adopts the three different sole causes which he says were declared
by the French National Assembly a hundred years ago.
Mr. Levy says that he has no " personal controversy " with
me. I have none with him; but as I believe him to be a man who
sincerely desires the reformation of our social system, I have a
personal appeal to make to him.
I implore him to abandon the
"sole cause" theory, and the "only remedy" prescription.
A
man of influence and ability may do great injury to the workingmen by telling them that any specific plan of reform must "precede
all others."
In the great scheme of human progress all the mora!
forces work in harmony together.
Not any one of them has precedence over another! There is no jealousy amongst them, no pushing of each other out of the way.
A single wrong fears nothing
from a thousand rights disputing among themselves over quesWheei.b.\rrow.
tions of precedence.

though not quite so ungrammatical.

and

in

taxing

them nothing

is

MR. GRIFFEN AGAIN ON CAUSATION.
of The Open Court: —

made

would not be a tax at all, but in the correct
sense of the term would simply be rent." This is like unravelling
a tangle by tying a few more double knots in it.
The explanations
are contradictory. According to Mr. Levy, land-values are produced
by the "growth of a community," and yet, be says, " they are not a
all

over land-values separate from the land, because
bring land-values under forcible subjection.

but simply a value that attaches to

land by the growth of a community.

by

qualities, as intangi-

laws have no jurisdiction

result

at him, by preaching that the virtues lower wages,
is

still

" throwing chunks

the head of the laborer by preaching temperance,
self-denial,

laborer; but after

that he

it,

indisputable economic truth "?

"an

it

Human

taxed.

To

the Editor

Objects and events of the phenomenal world, whether they
effect, affect us merely by sensuous excitation and we
from them no direct idea or concept of causation. It is by reflection upon the contents of experience that we notice the chain
of sequences in phenomena, and thus form the conception of cau-

be cause or

get

sation.

It

is

true that

we cannot

think of particular objects or

things as existent solely in 'and of themselves, but

we may and do

think particulars without including in our thought any idea of the
relation of causation.

As, for instance,

we may

think of

snow

as
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without having the slightest notion or suggeswhite, or
tion of
the cause of (i) the snow being white, or of its falling, or of
its existence; but we cannot think of snow simply and stop right

chemical, and biological changes which take place in the arrange-

there in thought without taking into view any of the qualities or re-

relation of matter to space,

Having thought of snow as white or as falling we
have not by virtue of the same mental act therefore conceived of
snow in and of itself as something white or as something falling,
minus all relation real or ideal; we have, in the first instance,
instituted a comparison between snow and other objects of our ex-

a subject of motion (or of

perience as to the distinguishing quality of color, or, in other

nomer minus the

as falling,

lations of snow.

—

we have

words,
tic;

ment and associations

atoms and bodies

of material

in space are

||

II

classified

relation with time

two things at least are necessary; first,
and second, motion (or activity)
itself.
These two elements, combined and interacting with other
subjects of activity, whether in action or at rest, constitute cause in
the practical sense.
A cause minus the subject of activity would

falling),

we have placed

it

in

and space along with other objects of experience.

activity),

be no cause, and hence a misnomer;

with other objects of like characteris-

it

while in the latter case (that of

In order to produce any change in the

effected through motion.

there

If

is

no such thing

in the universe as creation in

stUl

be a point from which a new form begins

mind

domain

without any thought or suggestion of causation entering into them.
When we ask the question why,' we then start a process of rea-

some analogous but supreme source

soning which

is

very different from the simple perception or con-

phenomena or

ception of

of

phenomenal

The

physical universe or in idea.

relations as existent in the

investigation into the

'

why

'

of

any and all facts, things and occurrences, is a mental process which
must be conducted under the principle of causation and according
||

to its laws or rules of procedure.

||

(2)

Whether

this principle of cau-

any existence external to the thinking being, there is no
direct means by which the thinking being can determine. (3) We
simply cognize it as operating within and among our mental processes and conceive it as a necessary part of our mental nature.
The inquiry into the why is set in motion not solely, nor primarsation has

'

'

by observation of external phenomena as related to us. The
may and often does look with keener eyes and hear with
sharper ears than man, and in a sense observes or senses natural
phenomena, but he does not rise into the domain of reason and
Man is prompted and impelled to
seek
the cause of things. | {4)
reason as to the cause and nature (5) of the objects and things which

would likewise be a misan ab-

solute sense, excepting only as to the forms of things, there

Furthermore, as a matter of fact, but perhaps unconsciously
and not in present thought, we have also joined, in the relation of
subject and object, the rational self, or the thinking being, and
snow as white or as falling. But all these and many other mental
acts or states of consciousness may and do rationally take place
'

it

(8)

activity.

of thought, the

creating

itself,

to be;

its

must

and, in the

own forms

of pro-

cedure, yet not the subjects-matter or contents of those forms, be-

comes a true productive cause.

(9)

We

may hence

safely infer that

the forms of thought, being the creations of intelligence and will,
the forms of matter, and of

all

real being

Man

creates a world

of thought for himself, in

more

or less degree,

immanent.

or less degree,

is

immanent

in the

proceed from

likewise,

and will. (10)
which order, in

of intelligence

He also observes order, in more
phenomenal world about him.

Shall he then say that in the one case he, a thing of will and in-

author of the order he observes, and that in the

telligence, is the

other case the order immanent in nature has no intelligent and

Because order

willing author? (11)

is

immanent

in nature,

we

are

not therefore relieved of the intellectual duty of assigning sufficient
Order imcause, (12) or proper origin, or reason, for that order.

manent

is

I am utterly unable to conceive
any form or manner, other than as
A. M. Griffen.

but order inherent, and

of order existent

anywhere

in

a product of intelligence and will.

ily,

Chicago, Oct.

25, 1888.

brute

EDITORIAL NOTES.
(1)

he observes about him by

the vis of his

own mind

external stimulus afforded by natural

rather than by the

phenomena.

Were he

as

||

(2)

II

We should here substitute, the reason for.
We should substitute in place of this p.issage

||

the following:

which, in every single case, after a statement of the process of cauII

must be
These rules

conducted according to the rules of scientific in-

sation,

quiry.

consist in classification chiefly

by means of

II

as the brute, nature's

stolid

him for a solution
would be without a

phenomena would appeal

of their being,

in

vain to

and the principle of causation

subject.

Hence we conclude

that the

generalization and discrimination.

principle

of

causation

arises

(3)

as a conception in consciousness from the natural constitution of the

mind

itself,

and

is

simply a category,

with certain limitations, within which

or pre-established rule,

we mentally

place certain

juxtaposed phenomena.

But the principle

by the mind as a necessomething different from an active,
producing, or creative energy (6), the cause of all phenomenal
of causation, erected

sary condition to reasoning,

being,

if,

A

in reality, there

is

be such a cause.

cause simply, real or ideal,

is

to

be distinguished as a factor

or an element in nature or metaphysics, amenable to the principle
of causation,

and may be

in

or constitution whatsoever.
it

and of
It

itself

of any conceivable nature

cannot, however, be a cause, except

be susceptible of motion, since

it

must move upon the existing
produce any change or effect

state or condition of things, in order to
in or

upon

Motion, however real or potent, as an ideal entity, has no
in

relation to space

and time.

the sense of substantial entity,

it is

(4)

We

should again substitute:

||

the reason or raison d'etre tor

phenomena.
Animals can observe, and really do observe, the
causes of phenomena; but they do not seek for the reasons of
phenomena. Schopenhauer relates, that when he pulled back the
window-curtains, his poodle searched for and detected the cause
The experiment as to whether animals
in the motion of the string.
Tie a silk-thread to a bone and
search for causes, is easily made.
throw the bone to a dog. Be careful that he cannot discover the
thread.
If he commences to gnaw, suddenly withdraw the bone,
at a favorable moment, in such a way that he does not notice the
motion of your hand which withdraws the bone. It is difficult to
deceive the dog; but if the experiment is a success, it will have an
||

effect similar to that of ghost-fright.

dog

at first

jumped

In one case,

after the fugitive bone, but

I

am

when

it

told, the

escaped

again from under his paws without any visible cause, he withdrew

that state or condition. (7)

existence in the phenomenal world, except as descriptive of phenom-

ena

Causation exists independent of the thinking being, but the

process of reasoning does not. The meaning of the expression
" principle of causation " is ambiguous.

It is

not a substance and, in

nothing; but the term connotes

an important relation of matter to space and time. If matter
possessed but one relation to space and time, viz., that of fixedness, or "at rest," we should have no conception of motion based
i^x>n anything real in the phenomenal world.
The mechanical.

howling, and could not be induced to touch
(5)

'

Cause

'

and

'

nature

faculty of reasoning) enables

'

it

again.

are not identical. Reason (the mental

man

to

search for reasons or niisons

which explain the nature or qualities of things.
" is a property of nature, from which, as a reason,
(6) " Energy
we explain why things move. It is no cause; special movements,
however, due to energy of some kind, are causes.
(7) The whole paragraph is unintelligible to me, and mere sub-

d'itre,

THE OREN
would not

stitutions, as in the cases above,

suffice

to

come

to

an

COURT.

not

cause!

its

A

dead motive may be an occasion, but it cannot be
The molecular brain-motions which are

agreement.

the cause of anything.

(8) Motion considered by itself is abstract motion, causation
considered by itself is abstract causation.
But for that reason
neither motion nor cause is a "misnomer."
Compare, on page
1242 of The Open Court, the editorial remark No. 4.
(9) Mind can be called a cause only when defined as a special
kind or form of brain-activity.
(ro) If forms oi matter proceed from, or are caused by, some activity, this activity need be neither will nor intelligence; nor is there
any reason to call it " a supreme source." If they originated from
some activity superior to themselves, they would represent a degeneration.
Evolution teaches the contrary.
Higher organized
forms develop from lower ones. Supernaturalism has been used as
an explanation of this fact; but in vain. Progress, the miracle of
evolution, can only be explained from the changeableness of form.
(11) If some order is produced or caused by an intelligent will,
there is no reason for assuming that another kind of order, or even

the

as you well say, or the person,

life,

The "criminal,"

volition.
is

1291

then,

Stowe,

Perry Marshall.

Vt., Oct. 21.

[Every occasion is a cause. Occasions are such causes as
happen incidentally.
The arrival of a friend will cause us to remain at a place; but an unexpected occurrence will occasion a delay of business with which we happen to be concerned at the moment.' Accordingly we can use the more general term cause for
'

but not vice versa.

occasion,

'

'

cause

affliction.'

It

a matter of course that

is

usage of the word

'

cause

in

'

than such as are painted or written.

define

it

and reason are, according to our view, radically different.
So long as their difference is not recognized, the
problem of causation will remain unsolved. It is by no means

tion of cause

'

'

'

strange that a person

who does

not adopt this distinction should

ultimately have to resort to the explanation of a supernatural au-

thor of causation; or, what amounts to the same, he will

become
Both

'

we may speak

Cause

'

is

man

of a

we have no

objection to a loose

popular speech.

'the cause of patriotism

Cause

accident causes or occasions

'

e.g.,

'

An

But we cannot say misfortunes occasion affliction.' Affliction is no incidental but the natural and inevitable consequence of
misfortunes
misfortune; and in such a case we can only say
loss.'

style

(12)

— these are the cause of the

"is answerable for his deed,"

the cause of the deed.

must have been caused by an intelligent will. On
the contrary, we know cases in which the order mechanically results of necessity. And such order mechanically produced is always
more accurate than that consciously produced by the effort of an
intelligent will.
Letters printed from types by a press are sure to
be more regular and more accurate in their orderly arrangement
that all order,

who

In conversational

as being the cause of his actions.

also used in the sense of

'

We

party principle.'

say,

embraced by all good citizens.'
A cause may be a lawsuit which we endeavor to win. It is
obvious that all these uses of the word are fully justified.
But if the word is employed as a philosophical term, we have to

motive,

in

is

such a way as to exclude all ambiguity. If our definiis accepted, then the cause of a man's deed is his

which,

physically considered,

"molecular

of course

is

His charac ter (which is a property of the man)
is the raison d'ilre, the ground why he allows himself to be guided
by such a motive; and, having a character of that kind, the man is
brain-motion."

Ed.]

responsible for his actions.

agnostic and declare causality to be an unsolvable mystery.
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supernaturalists and agnostics despair of solving the problem; their

method
will

of solution is a surrender rather than a real solution and
be discarded as soon as the mere possibility of a monistic so-

lution

To

is

conceived.

the Editor

May

I

of

Lyon.

Ed.

Felix Alcan.

Paris: 1888.

Lyon has done an undoubted
article, entitled

in

its

successive modifications

" Is Nature Alive?"

that the metaphysicians of ancient

that Berkeley carried to

is

not a cause.

Again:

The cause

"The

person committing a crime

of a criminal's act

"desire" and the "motive,"

I

is

his motive."

The

should say, are the occasion but not

The cause is the molecular
This would better accord with the
opinion you express near the close of page 1 265, that the atoms,
as well as the masses of matter, possess spontaneity or the property

the cause of "volition" or "crime."

brain-motion or the person.
"

'

'

of self-motion, which

phenomena

is

akin to what in the higher forms of natural

kingdom is called life. Self-motion is,
therefore, life in a broader sense, and the phenomena which are
exhibited in protoplasm must ultimately find their explanation from
its form as a special and complicated instance of the simpler selfmotions of inorganic substances." There can be no occasion then
for "desire" or "motive" to cause volition.
Desire and motive
in the organic

are themselves caused by atomic or molecular motions of the brain.

Desire and motive are the occasion, but cannot be the cause of

This would relieve you from the awkwardness of saying:
person committing a crime is not a cause.
But, of course,

volition.

"The

The

the criminal

is

answerable for his deed."

His deed, and yet he

its

before

50

,

us,

Georges

c.

its

M. Georges

and

sources,

to follow

Greece had anticipated, and

perfection.

speculations of Descartes and Malebranche have exer-

cised an exceptionally potent influence

M. Lyon has endeavored

upon English thought, and
prominent

to present to the public the

features of the various philosophical writings that

gin to the inspiration of the authors cited.

Though

owe

their ori-

written for the

discussions and estimates
England and America; inasmuch as it treats of authors and works almost as imperfectly understood in the places of their nativity, as in France, where a critical acquaintance with the lesser productions of American and Eng-

philosophy-reading public of France,
will

'

'

now

fr.

the great philosophical principle

affinity are akin to

That gravitation or attraction, and chemical
what in the organic world is called life, seems
to me highly probable, and the best answer to the inquiry after
life that I have ever seen.
In the article on Causality, page 1267,
I think I see an error which, corrected, would strengthen your
position as taken in the article on "Is Nature Alive?"
You
write: "The cause of volition of the mind is not the mind itself;

Vol. 7

service to the history of English phi-

losophy. His design has been, to study in

speak one word in appreciation of your

but, as a rule, a desire."

I

In the presentation of the work

CAUSE AND OCCASION.
The Open Court: —

By

L'Idealisme en Angleterre au XVIIIe Siecle.

lish

be of equal value

its

to the readers of

schools could hardly be expected:

John Norris, Arthur

Collier, etc.

we

refer to the writings of

American readers

will take es-

pecial interest in the chapters upon Samuel Johnson and Jonathan
Edwards, the illustrious metaphysicians of our colonial period, and
will find in this

work

a just estimate of their importance in the hisimp\i.

tory of philosophy.

Mexico:

Picturesque,

Political,

Progressive.

Elizabeth Blake and Margeret F. Sitllivan.

&

By Mary

Boston: 1888.

Lee

Shepard.

We know

of no book that gives within so narrow a compass so
abundance of material for reflection upon the picturesque
and political features of our sister republic, as the work before us
from the pens of Mrs. Sullivan and Mrs. Blake. Mexico has had

great an

THE OPEN COURT.
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many

historians o£ the romantic epoch of the Conquest,

As the writings of Kant,

from the

it

must be confessed, are "full

quaint old Diaz to the stately and graceful Prescott, but this land
of immobility has been singularly unfortunate in its historiographers

confusing repetitions," such a selection as offered in this book

"Although," says Mrs. Suland
livan,
hundreds of authors have travelled the country and left their
impressions on record, out of the mass of their labor little that is of
absolute value can be extracted ...Writers in the present century
only repeat the narrations of those of the preceding ones." Con-

with Kant not through the

chroniclers of subsequent periods.
'

'

—

venture

to offer

follow remarks upon the

some

brief considerations."

constitution and government,

Then

religion

—

and education, the economical policy, the manufactures, etc. all
subjects to us, and treated by a writer who has given the
public abundant evidence of an authoritative acquaintance with
political and economical problems.
The bulk of the book has been taken up by Mrs. Blake in Part
An enumeration of the chapterI, entitled " Picturesque Mexico."

unknown

alone would testify to its attractiveness: " Into the Sun
Land"; "Glimpses of a New World"; "Through Lanes and
Highways"; "Shrines and Pilgrimages"; "Literary Mexico";

titles

We

" Blossoms of Verse," etc.

mark

it

as an interesting book.

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By William C. Gannett and
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. — Show us the Father.
By Messrs.
Savage, Caltliorp, Simmons, Chadwick, Gannett, and Jones.

A

sermons which breathe the fresh spirit of UniIt cannot be expected that they should be enfrom dogmatic encumbrances, but their ethical spirit
(especially of the first little volume) is refreshing.
collection of

tarian Christianity.

tirely free

The Philosophy OF Kant, As Contained In Extracts From
Selected and translated by Jolni H'atson,

Writings.

His

Own

LL.

D.,

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Queen's
College, Kingston, Canada, author of " Kant and his English
Critics."

Watson

Professor

philosophy
himself.

is

of

The

little

says in a Prefatory Note:

value

if it

does not teach a

process of self-education

is

"The
man to

study of
think for

necessarily a severe one,

and, therefore, distasteful to the natural man. Yet any attempt to
it by some " short and easy method " defeats the end. What

evade
is

required

earnest

is

may

who

is

really in

from a lower

to

a higher

a process by which the student

pass, gradually

plane of thought.

The

and

surely,

philosophical writings of Kant, which ex-

from the old to the new, I believe to
be a potent instrument for this end. But the struggle upwards
must be made by the student himself. " Therefore the Professor's
plan was,
to set a class of more advanced pupils at work upon
hibit in brief the transition

their

only

watch them as they forced
and to put forth a helping hand

of Kant, to

way through its perplexities,
when it seemed to be needful."

A

limited edition of Extracts

which had originally been printed for the use of his own students,
but were also used in other American Universities, are now out of
print, and Prof. Watson has gone carefully over the writings of
Kant again, and he adds: "Selecting and re-translating all the
passages essential to the understanding of his philosophy. The
Extracts have been taken from four treatises the Critique of Pure
Reason, the Melaphysi, of Morality, the Critique of Practical Reason,

—

and the Critique of Judgment.

"In the translations," the Professor says, " I have sought to
express Kant's meaning as clearly and simply as I could, and in no
case, so far as I am aware, have I been biassed by a pre-conceived
theory of what he ought to say."

And he

adds:

"

I

believe that

what

is

here given contains

the main ideas of Kant in their systematic connection."

medium

to

is

become acquainted

of interpreters but directly with

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER
An

JT.A'F'— Continued.

expression of irony overspread the broad fea-

tures of Mr.

"So

Hummel.

is your equal? " he bewished to disabuse your
mind of. I should not approve of your regulating your
feelings according to that weather-cock over the way.
I do not choose that the idea should ever come into
the head of Hahn Junior to build an arch across the
street, and to wander about in slippers from one house
to the other. The thought does not please me. I will
bring forward only one reason, which has nothing to do
with the old grudge. He is his father's son, and he
has no real energy of character. One who can endure to sit year after year in that straw-nest, turning
over the pages of books, would not, if I were a girl, be
the man for me.
It is possible that he may be very
learned, and may know much about things that other
men care little for; but I have not yet heard that he
has accomplished anything by it. Therefore, if that
should happen, which will not happen so long as the
property over there is a poultry-yard, if I, Henrj'
Hummel, should consent that my only child should sit
knitting stockings in front of the white Muse, it would
be a misfortune for my child herself. For you are my
daughter. You are just as self-willed as I am; and if
you should get among those white-livered people, you
would disturb them lamentably, and be very unhappy
3'ourself.
Therefore, I am of opinion that your headache was silliness, and I wish never to hear again of
like ailments.
Good day. Miss Hummel."
He strode out of the door, and as he heavily
descended the stairs, he hummed the tune:

that fellow over there

gan; " that

is

exactly what

I

—

" Bloom, sweet violet, that

'

from the philosophy

any one who wishes

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

'

extracts

for

himself.

—

in an effort to
and with the understandkeep clear of partisans against Mexico,
ing that in statistics estimates must be employed in lieu of ascer-

out of authorities selected from various groups,

I

recommendable

" Partly from observation and partly

tinuing, the authoress says:

tained facts,

quite

of

I

myself have reared."

Laura sat at her writing-table supporting her heavy
head with both her hands. This had been a trying
scene.
The speech of her stern father had wounded
her deeply. But in his depreciating observations on
their neighbor's son there was a certain truth, which
had already crept like a hateful spider over the bright
leaves of her sympathy.
He must go out into the
world. Her friends below were thinking of going into
foreign parts.
Ah! she herself, a poor bird, fluttered
her wings in vain, for the fetters on her feet held
her back. But he could free himself. She would lose

him from her neighborhood, perhaps

lose

him

for ever;

but this ought not to hinder her from telling him the

all
*

Translation copyrighted.

THE OPEN
She

truth.

among

hastily searched

the old sheets;

she could find but one ballad, which undoubtedly did
not fit the Doctor, inasmuch as it expressed the feel-

COURT.

with a curse on his
seen you."

He

propriate, but there

"

The song was inapwas none better. Our ancestors,
in

highway

The

pleasure in travelling.

exploits,

letter

took

little

must do the work.

She wrote as follows:
"

The summer

birds

are

flying,

and man

also

bent

So

his master;

preciated here as

the quiet house of your parents of those experiences

which a man gains when he forms
qualifications.

I

well

know

his life

by his own

that your highest task will

always be to promote learning by your writings. That
you may do everywhere. But do not think it beneath
you to influence younger minds by pexsonal intercourse with them, and to participate in the struggles
of their generation.
Away, Doctor! the unknown
bird sings to you the song of the wanderer.
With
sorrow will your loss be felt by those you leave behind."

About the same hour, Gabriel was sitting in his
room brushing the last specks of dust from his best
livery which he had spread over a chair.
At his feet
lay the red dog, licking his paws and giving utterance
to

an occasional growl.

Gabriel looked contemptu-

ously at the dog.
"

You

winter.

are

not handsomer,

Your knavish nature

nor better than last

delights in nothing but

and flying at the legs of the passers-by. I have
never known a dog so much hated, or who deserved
it so well; for your only pleasure is to despise all that is
respectable. What is your favorite amusement? When
it has rained and a ray of sun attracts people to walk
in the wood, you lurk on the steps; and when a young
girl appears clad in her light summer dress, then you
leap like a frog into the puddle that lies before her,
and spatter her dress all over, and I have to fetch a
cab to take her home. What did the strolling cigardealer do yesterday to provoke you.
His chest was
standing on the bench in Mr. Hummel's garden, and
the prospect of a bargain was certain. The cigar-man
went a few steps from his chest to speak to an acquaintance, and you, miscreant, made a spring at the
bread and butter lying on the chest, and came with all
It broke, and the splinters mixed
fours on the glass.
with the cigars; you trampled them altogether into a
powder, and then returned to the house. You, monster, caused your master to deal roughly with the
trader when he complained of you, and the man
packed up his wares and went away from our house
eating,

the dog.
has gone into your

it

flesh.

I

am

" If I only knew," continued Gabriel, shaking his
head, " what pleases the dog in me.
Is it the bones,
or perhaps some roguish trait of mine that amuses

him?

Your merits are not apthey deserve. You are deprived in

time

glad to see you can injure yourself as well as others."
Gabriel examined the dog's paw and extracted a
glass splinter.
The dog looked at him and whined.

home

too narrow for you.

down towards

this

yearns after the distant lands of his dreams. Do not
be angry with the sender of this, for begging you to
imbibe something of the spirit of this song. Your
is

On what nocturnal excurNo human eye has

lips.

sion have you been since then?

ings of a dissolute wanderer.

when not occupied
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He

hates the whole world, and even snarls at

but he comes to

visit

himself like a worthy companion.

me and

And he

behaves

more
do not believe that the
Rector knows much of Spitehahn.
But whenever
this fiend sees my Professor, he peeps at him slyly
from under his shaggy eyebrows, and does his best to
crazy about

wag

my

master.

his tuft of a

I

And when my master

tail.

the University, he runs after

How

mother.

its

taches

itself to

comes

it

him

like a

goes to

lamb behind

that this black soul at-

the Professor?

with our learning?

is still

W'hat does he want
believe in you any-

They do not

how, Spitehahn."
He looked round suspiciously and hastily donned
his coat.
Arraj'ed in his Sunday attire he left the
house. The Hahn family were not at home, for Dorchen was looking out of the dressing-room window.
She laughed and nodded. Gabriel took courage, and
stepped into the enemies' hall. The door of the room
opened. Dorchen stood on the threshold curtsying,
and Gabriel, holding the handle of the door, began,
solemnly:
"It would be much more pleasant for
have the pleasure of accompanying you

me if
in

I

could

your walk

to-day."

Dorchen replied, twitching at her apron:
" I have got to ^tay here to mind the house, but
that need not prevent you from going."
"I should then take no pleasure in it," replied
Gabriel, bowing, "for

I

should be alwa3's thinking of

had much rather be with j'ou here than
only think of you in the open air. If, therefore, you
would allow me to stay here a little while ?"
you, and

I

—

"Why, come
"Only
still

to

in, of

course, Gabriel."

the threshold," said Gabriel, advancing,

holding the open door.

number

"I only wanted to say

which you

lately

number with me.

It is

dreamt is not to
any of the offices. I have, therefore, taken
another, and have had it drawn by a little beggar lad,
as that brings good luck.
I shall be so pleased if you
that the

be found

at

will play this
it is

of

quite a sum, for

a whole eighth of a ticket."

"But

that will be no

good

with prett}' embarrassment.

sign,"

said Dorchen,
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"Why
"No,

I

not, Fraulein?

It

was a

real beggar-boy."

mean when two play together who

love one

another."
"

Dear Dorchen!"

cried Gabriel, approachingnearer

and seizing her hand.
A hollow gurgle interrupted the conversation.
Dorchen drew back from him terrified.
"It was a ghost," she cried.
"That is impossible," said Gabriel, consolingly:

day-time; secondly, it is in a new
house; and, thirdly, spirits generally do not make such
It was something in the street."
a noise.
"Your being here is a real comfort to me," exclaimed the timid Dorchen. "It is fearful to be alone
"for,

first,

in a large

it

is

house."

"To be

together in a small house

jolly," cried

Gabriel, boldly.

could venture to think of

is

particularly

"Ah, Dorchen!

if

we

it."

Again a slight rumble was heard.
" There must be something here," cried Dorchen.
" I am so alarmed!"
She sprang away from him to the middle of the
room. Gabriel took a yard measure, and looked under

weepingly, to the open door, and explained Gabriel's
presence as owing to an inquiry he had made of her."
Mr. Hahn hastened to his writing-table, and wrote
a strong letter to Mr. Hummel, in which he related the
misdeed, and threateningly demanded compensation.

This letter Mr. Ruddy carried off to Mr. Hummel,
with a board on which were laid the ruins of the clock.
Hummel read the letter carefully, and threw it on
the table.
"

I

congratulate your master upon his

taking for the summer," he said, coldly.
d6bris back again;
sense.

The

I

Some people

have no answer
will

make

new under"Carry the
such non-

for

fools of themselves."

day a judicial complaint again
raised its Medusa's head between the two houses.
This time even Mrs. Hahn was deeply incensed; and
when she, shortly after, met Laura on the street, she
turned her good-humored face to the other side, to
avoid greeting the daughter of the enemy.
following

Laura received the Doctor's answer
In a pretty

was

poem

extolled,

to

her

letter.

the happiness of the parental house

and he spoke

of his great delight in his

neighbor's charming daughter,

among her

whom

the poet saw in
whenever he looked

the furniture.

the garden

"So you are there, are you?" he cried, angrily,
poking with the yard measure under the sofa.
Spitehahn leaped forth with a bark on to the nearest
chair, from the chair on to the console, on which the
clock stood; he knocked down the clock, and dashed

over the high hedge. He further added: "The advice
which you express so sincerely in your lines has found
an echo in me. I know what is lacking in my life.

through the half-opened door.
It

was the parlor clock and a wedding present.

Mr. Hahn wound it up every evening before he went
to bed; it had two alabaster pillars with gilded capitals; the rest was of American wood, and represented
a triumphal arch.
pillars

Now

shattered, the

the treasure lay in ruins, the

woad broken, and

the dial

split.

In the opened works a single wheel whirled with fearful rapidity, all the rest was motionless. Dorchen stood

dismayed before the fragments, and wrung her hands.
"The monster," groaned Gabriel, occupying himself
in vain with the shattered work of art, and endeavor
ing with no better result to comfort the poor maiden,
who trembled before the terrors of the ensuing hour.
"I had a foreboding," cried Mr. Hahn, on his reI
turn home, "that something would happen to-day.
forgot yesterday, for the first time, to wind up the
But now my patience is at an end; there will
clock.
be war to the knife between him over the way and me."
He approached the sobbing maid threateningly. "Bear
witness to the truth," he cried out; " the court will
demand your testimony. Do not seek safety in hypocWas it the dog, or was it you?"
risy and lies.
Dorchen dramatically related the whole transgression of Spitehahn; she poked under the sofa, as if
she could draw the dog out bodily; she confessed.

My

learning

makes

it

flowers,

impossible for

me

to find recog-

which the friends of
a learned man desire for him more eagerly than he
himself does; it also makes it difficult for me to adopt
the academical course to which I have now a call in
foreign parts. But the nature of my studies takes from
me all hope that any outward results can ever overcome the hindrances which oppose themselves to the

nition in wider circles, an honor,

secret wishes of

my

soul."

"Poor Fritz!" said Laura; "and yet poorer me!
Why must he give up all hope because he studies
It is not courage that is wanting to these
Sanscrit?
learned men, as father says, but passion. Like the

whom you

you have no human
A few sparks
are occasionally kindled up in your life and one hopes
they may light up into a mighty flame; but immediately it is all smothered and extinguished by prudent
consideration." She rose suddenly. "Ah! if one could
but lay hold of Fritz by the hair and cast him into
the wildest tumult, through which he would have to
fight his way bloodily, defy my father, and hazard a
great deal, in order to win what he in his gentle way says

old gods about

write,

substance, and no blood in your veins.

he desires for himself! Away with this quiet, learned
atmosphere: it makes those who breathe it contemptTheir strongest excitement is a sorrowful shrug
ible!
of the shoulders over other mortals or themselves."
(To be continued.)
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GEORGE

M. GOULD.

In Nos. ^4, 25 and 26 Mr. George M. Gould treats of " The
Ethics of Economics" rather as a quality absent from our
economic svstem than as a living principle belonging to it. His
doctrine

is

that all things produced by

expenditure of human

life,

human

labor represent the

human

Therefore, in order to a rightful ownership of dollars, we
must earn them we must return to society a share of our own lives

blood.

;

we have

received from our fellow men. Ac-

cording to Mr. Gould, whenever we eat or drink we partake of a
solemn eucharist, where "the shadowy ghost of humanity calls
out to us: 'Take, eat; this is my body. Drink ye all of this, my
blood which is shed for many.' " This is not to be understood
metaphorically, he says, but as "an exact statement of the fact."
While perhaps the theory of economics presented by Mr.

Gould may not be scientifically true in all its parts, the moral he
draws from the actual facts of our industrial system is true enough
for warning and for guidance. The partnership of capital and labor
is the panacea of Mr. Gould, the solution of the labor question.
But from his ideal plans of industrial emancipation he excludes unpleasant facts. He allows only /ro^Z-sharing to come in, and
loss-sharing is never taken into calculation.
Yet it is the possiof loss that has thus far defeated the " co-operation" experi-

bility

ment.

doubtful

It is

if

the operatives in any great factory would

accept the whole plant as a

terms by which

its

gift, if

owners run

it,

compelled to take

it

on the

the chances of profit and

loss.

There is some extravagance in his language, but that is only
a measure of his benevolent impatience at the inequalities and
wrongs which refuse to be cured by his remedies. That the
"ethics of economics" lies in the doctrine of " equivalence for
service"

is

very likely true, but there

is

a difference of opinion as

measure of that " equivalence," and a still greater
the means by whicli that measure shall be legalized

to the correct

dispute as to

EDWARD.

C.

soul,

with feeling; the feelings correspond in /on/i to the most essential

The soul, as expressed by Bock, enters into
our brain through the gateway of the senses. Reason is formed
through the instrumentality of language. Noire says: "Man thinks
parts of the mechanism.

Immortality does not only mean the indematter and energy but soul preserva/ion. It implies

because he speaks."

not only continuance of

life,

but

life in

a special form.

We

can

renew ourselves by forming our soul in the
growing generations through education and by example. To preserve and to elevate the qnnlily of the human soul, that is the
to a great extent

basis of ethics.

I,

is

a

humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.
Katzenjammer is a
German word, which means cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-life. The owl, the nighthawk, the whip-poor-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life
drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are t'ne fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of the sun of righteousness.
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A Memorial Address by Frederic May
Holland
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Prof. William D. Gunning died at Greeley, Col.,
on the 8th of March. 1888. His active and exemplary career of sixty years was devoted to the advancement of scientific thought, and marked by an
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Mr. Conway here discusses a subject that the
present Centenary Era renders timely and interesting.
The glorious immunities of civil liberty
that our ancestors wrested from the grasp of feudal
traditions and confirmed by constitutional bul
warks, were attended perhaps with greater brilliancy and marked by greater effort of acquisition;
but, from the standpoint of individual freedom,
liberty of conscience and the principle of religious
toleration rank not below them in importance. Mr.
Conway's story is drawn from unpublished sources,
from private manuscripts, and is in the main the
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and discussed, and the manner told in which both
the institutions and the men of that era affected and
influenced the founding of religious freedom in the
United States. The new light which Mr. Conway's
researches throw upon this important chapter of
American history, will be welcomed by all.
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Georg Von Gizycki is Professor of Philosophy at
His name is well known
beyond the boundary of his country. The problem
of the Freedom of the Will has perhaps never been
treated in a clearer and more forcible manner. Contributions on the same subject have been published
from E. P. Powell and Xenos Clark.
the University of Berlin.
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questions and issues involved are treated from an
independent and imparual standpoint. The inefficacy of Agnosticism to approach a solution of the
religious problem is shown; Agnosticism being but
a negative view of the world. The true position
and significance of both parties in the development
of the religious idea are pointed out and each is recognized as important and necessary to the ultimate
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